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5.1 Introduction to Quality Control and Characterization

Peter Maaß and Iwona Piotrowska-Kurczewski*

The increasing demand for miniaturization is having an immense impact on
manufacturing technologies and is leading to the development of many novel and
innovative production processes for high-precision micro parts. Industrially feasible
micro production requires fast quality assurance control mechanisms, which need to
take into account the micro-specific properties.

In this chapter several innovative technologies for quality control of production
processes for high-precision micro parts will be presented. The proposed innovative
solutions also address the need to ensure the quality of final products, which should
be manufactured with approved (specified) materials and within certain perfor-
mance requirements. Therefore, careful quality control is required during each
production step.

Micro production processes and related techniques for quality control and
characterization need to take into account the size effects that occur at the micro
level, which lead to different scaling of forces and additional manufacturing errors
that do not occur in macro processes. As a consequence, the conventional control
methods for macro processes may fail, or become much more complicated or
unreliable when applied to micro processes. In order to guarantee efficient quality
assurance, possible error classes must be redefined and evaluated.

Moreover, in order to achieve an upscaling in the number of produced parts, the
semi-finished products must be examined for mechanical properties. Micro pro-
duction is characterized by a low aspect ratio of components to microstructure,
which can dominate the mechanical behavior by means of the surface defects. It
turns out that fatigue strength is an important component property.

This chapter presents some technical and methodological solutions for quality
control and characterization measurement, with respect to size effects and
up-scaling in micro production.

Digital holographic measuring systems (DHM) have the potential for complete
(100%) and fast quality testing. Such a system is described in Sect. 5.2 together
with fast algorithms for geometric evaluation and surface defect detection. The
proposed method is demonstrated by inspecting cold formed micro cups.

This system is suitable for the automated examination and classification of micro
deep drawn parts in an industrial environment. Together with automatic error
detection, which uses the knowledge of the shape of the object, it allows the reliable
inspection of components with a measuring speed of about one part per second.
Further reduction of time is possible by additional optimization of the error
detection algorithm. Section 5.3 shows the inspection of the interior of micro parts
in the industrial environment.
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To guarantee consistent production parameters for semi-finished products, which
are subsequently used for the production of micro components, a characterization of
their physical properties is of particular importance. Due to the often oligocrys-
talline character of these semi-finished products and components, it is necessary to
use a suitable testing technique for static and dynamic investigations, as the
mechanical properties are not transferable from the macroscopic point of view.

In addition, the micro semi-finished products and components often show
inhomogeneities induced by the manufacturing process. On the one hand, these are
directly reflected in the microstructure and on the other hand they have an effect on
quantities such as hardness or residual stresses, which play a decisive role in the
application. Mechanical testing, conventional metallography, SEM, EBSD,
ultra-microhardness testing and X-ray residual stress analysis were used as mea-
suring and analysis techniques suitable for the sub-millimeter range. In Sect. 5.4 the
possibilities and limitations of two of these methods are illustrated using the
example of mechanical testing and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD).

Micro forming tools with high strength and hardness can be produced by means
of laser chemical machining (LCM). The in situ geometry measurement of
micro-structures during this process is based on the fluorescence of a liquid medium
and principles of confocal microscopy. Section 5.5 focuses on that measurement
technique, based on confocal fluorescence microscopy. It turns out that the
model-based approach is suitable to detect the geometry parameter step height with
an uncertainty of 8.8 lm for a step submerged in a fluid layer with a thickness of
2.3 mm.
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5.2 Quality Inspection and Logistic Quality Assurance
of Micro Technical Manufacturing Processes

Mostafa Agour*, Axel von Freyberg, Benjamin Staar, Claas Falldorf, Andreas
Fischer, Michael Lütjen, Michael Freitag, Gert Goch and Ralf B. Bergmann

Abstract Quality inspection is an essential tool for quality assurance during pro-
duction. In the microscopic domain, where the manufactured objects have a size of
less than 1 mm in at least two dimensions, very often mass production takes place
with high demands regarding the failure rate, as micro components generally form
the basis for larger assemblies. Especially when it comes to safety-relevant parts,
e.g. in the automobile or medical industry, a 100% quality inspection is mandatory.
Here, we present a robust and precise metrology method comprised of a holo-
graphic contouring system with fast algorithms for geometric evaluation and sur-
face defect detection that paves the way for inspecting cold formed micro parts in
less than a second. Using a telecentric lens instead of a standard microscope
objective, we compensate scaling effects and wave field curvature, which distort the
reconstruction in digital holographic microscopy. To enhance the limited depth of
focus of the microscope objective, depth information from different object layers is
stitched together to yield 3D data of its complete geometry. The 3D data map is
converted into a point cloud and processed by geometry and surface inspection.
Thereby, the resulting point cloud data are automatically decomposed into geo-
metric primitives in order to analyze geometric deviations. Additionally, the surface
itself is checked for scratches and other defects by the use of convolutional neural
networks. The developed machine learning algorithm makes it possible not only to
distinguish between good and failed parts but also to show the defect area
pixel-wise. The methods are demonstrated by quality inspection of cold formed
micro cups. Defects larger than 2 lm laterally and 5 lm axially can be detected.

Keywords Digital holographic microscopy � Geometry � Surface defect

5.2.1 Introduction

Quality inspection is an essential tool for quality assurance during production.
Generally, the precise geometrical and surface inspection of a test object plays a
decisive role for developing and/or optimizing the manufacturing process. In the
microscopic domain, where the manufactured objects have a size of less than 1 mm
in at least two dimensions, very often mass production takes place with high
demands regarding the failure rate, as micro components generally form the basis
for larger assemblies. Especially when it comes to safety-relevant parts, e.g. in the
automobile or medical industry, often a 100% quality inspection is mandatory
[Kop13].
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Achieving 100% quality inspection is especially challenging in the
micro-domain, e.g. when measurement uncertainty has to be in the range of a few
microns, as there is usually a trade-off between precision and speed [Ago17].
Processes like micro cold forming, however, allow for production rates of multiple
parts per second [Flo14]. Presently, no solutions exist that are fast, precise and
suitable for in-process measurements at the same time [Ago17b]. Actually, most
industrial quality inspection processes of micro parts rely on manual sampling using
confocal microscopy. This means also that no automatic data processing regarding
the geometry and surface inspection is applied because such measurements are
affected by strong image noise.

Due to these industrial requirements, methods such as tactile, confocal micro-
scopy and phase retrieval [Fal12a] by means of multiple illumination directions
[Ago10] are not suited for the inspection task since they are much too slow. In
contrast to these methods, interferometric methods are established for a full field
measurement. Examples of interferometric techniques include digital holography
(DH) [Sch94], white-light interferometry (WLI) [Wya98] and computational shear
interferometry (CoSI) [Fal15]. These methods are based on the determination of the
optical path difference (OPD) of light scattered by or transmitted through a test
object. Since available cameras can only measure intensities of light, the OPD must
be encoded consequently. Based on the encoding technique utilized and the geo-
metrical complexity of the test object, measurement uncertainties down to a fraction
of the illumination’s wavelength can be achieved [Mar05].

Here, we present a robust, fast and precise metrology method comprised of a
holographic contouring system, as well as fast algorithms for geometric evaluation
and surface defect detection, that paves the way for the inspection of metallic micro
cups in less than a second. The holographic system is composed of four
two-wavelength digital holographic microscopy setups. It uses four directions of
illumination in order to enable the simultaneous observation of the whole object
surface and for speckle noise reduction as well as two-wavelength contouring to
collect form data. Spatial multiplexing, coherent gating, is used to capture four
holograms by each camera in a single shot [Ago17]. Moreover, it utilizes a tele-
centric microscope objective instead of a standard microscope objective to com-
pensate scaling effects and wave field curvature, which distort reconstruction in
digital holographic microscopy. In order to enhance the limited depth of focus of
the microscope objective, depth information from different object layers is stitched
together to yield 3D data of its geometry utilizing the auto-focus approach pre-
sented in [Ago18].

The 3D data map is converted into a point cloud. The resulting point cloud data
are automatically decomposed into simple geometric elements with a holistic
approximation approach in order to analyze geometric deviations. In addition,
surface defects are detected with a convolutional neural network. The measurement
and data evaluation approaches are demonstrated by quality inspection of cold
formed micro cups. As a result, defects larger than 2 lm in the lateral and 5 lm in
the axial (depth) dimension can be detected.
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The present section is organized in the following three subsections: Sect. 5.2.2
describes the measurement approach for dimensional inspection that allows the
geometric features of deep-drawn micro cups to be characterized. Section 5.2.3
describes the dimensional inspection that allows for an automated dimensional
analysis of prismatic surface data, where the surface can be a combination of
different simple geometric base bodies (cylinder, plane, torus, etc.). Section 5.2.4
describes the detection of surface defects using convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), which achieve high accuracy with only a few training samples.

5.2.2 Optical 3D Surface Recording of Micro Parts Using
DHM

5.2.2.1 Holographic Contouring

Common engineering objects are much larger than the optical wavelength used for
inspection, and the surfaces exhibit peaks and steps larger than one quarter of the
wavelength of light. Such surfaces are therefore optically rough, and the measured
phase values vary within the interval [−p, p]. The evaluation process becomes
ambiguous and the measurement is not unique. The solution to this dilemma is the
use of a synthetic wavelength much larger than the optical (natural) wavelength. In
this approach, two phase distributions are retrieved from two measurements asso-
ciated with two different wavelengths k1 and k2. Calculating the phase difference
Du between the reconstructed phase distributions corresponding to the two mea-
surements, the 3D height map zp of the test object can be directly calculated by
utilizing [Fal12]

Du ¼ � 2p
K

zp 1þ cos að Þ: ð5:1Þ

Here, a is the angle between the observation and illumination direction and K is
the synthetic wavelength

K ¼ k1k2
k2 � k1j j : ð5:2Þ

The resulting phase difference for a single measurement using K is given by
Eq. 5.1. A measurement that covers the sample surface results in a map that con-
tains fringes and is referred to as the phase contouring map. Adapting the difference
between the two wavelengths k1 and k2 is required to enable the investigation of
objects with step heights of several millimeters.
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5.2.2.2 Digital Holographic Microscopy

The digital holographic microscope schematically sketched in Fig. 5.1 is used to
capture the required two holograms with two different wavelengths. The setup
contains a long-distance microscope objective (LDM) with a magnification of 10�,
a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.21 and a working distance (WD) of 51 mm. Optical
fibers are used to illuminate the test object and to provide the required reference
wave. A beam splitter (BS) is used to combine the object wave, light diffracted from
the surface under investigation, and the reference wave, resulting in a hologram
which is captured across the camera plane. It is noted that there exists an angle a
between the observation and illumination direction (see Eq. 5.1). Numerically, the
phase distribution which corresponds to each measurement is reconstructed utiliz-
ing the spatial phase shifting method, where the carrier frequency is controlled by
shifting the position of the reference wave with respect to the optical axis [Ago17].
Thus, the setup is used to register the phase information in a plane which is close to
the surface of the object under test.

In the following, the 3D surface measurements of the micro cup based on digital
holographic microscopy will be discussed; this is the backbone of geometric
inspection.

Figure 5.2 shows an image of an experimental setup consisting of four DHMs
based on the sketch of the individual DHM shown in Fig. 5.1. Four laser diodes are

Fig. 5.1 Digital holographic microscope setup (DHM): To image the surface of the test object
onto the utilized camera sensor, a long-distance microscope objective (LDM) with a 10�
magnification, a numerical aperture N.A. = 0.21 and a working distance of 51 mm is employed.
Optical fibers serve to illuminate the object under test and provide a spherical reference wave. For
simplicity, only one illumination and one reference is shown. A beam splitter combines the object
and the reference waves, producing a hologram across the camera plane
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used, two with k ¼ 638:13 nm and the other two with k ¼ 644:08 nm. According
to Eq. 5.2, a synthetic wavelength of 69.07 µm results for the evaluation. Utilizing
a fiber switch and a 1 � 2 fiber splitter, object and reference waves are formed.
A digital hologram captured using the DHM is utilized for recovering the phase and
the real amplitude of a monochromatic wave field across the object plane. The
hologram generated across the output plane of the DHM is given by

HðXÞ ¼ UOðXÞþURðXÞ; ð5:3Þ

where UO and UR represent the complex amplitudes of light diffracted from the test
object and a reference wave across the recording plane. Here, X = (xi, xj) denotes
the spatial coordinate vector at the recording plane. Equation 5.3 can be generalized
as

HknðXÞ ¼
XN
n¼1

UOknðXÞþURknðXÞð Þ; ð5:4Þ

representing the N holograms captured separately via the coherence-gating prin-
ciple [Ago17]. The intensity of the hologram recorded by the DHM’s camera is

Fig. 5.2 Digital holographic microscopy (DHM) setup based on the scheme of the individual
DHM shown in Fig. 5.1. The setup consists of four DHM units distributed around the test object
shown in the coherence tomography image in the inset with a diameter of approximately 1 mm and
a depth of 0.5 mm. Each unit delivers a measurement of a part of the test object. These four parts
are then used to reconstruct the whole 3D shape of the test object. The long-distance microscope
(LDM) is an object side telecentric objective with a numerical aperture of 0.21, a magnification of
10� and a working distance of 51 mm. The camera sensor has 2750 � 2200 pixels with a pixel
pitch of 4.54 µm
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IðXÞ ¼ HknðXÞj j2¼ AðXÞþ
XN
n¼1

U�
Okn

� URkn

� �
ðXÞþ UOkn � U�

Rkn

� �
ðXÞ

h i
: ð5:5Þ

Here, |…|2 denotes the intensity of the wave field

A Xð Þ ¼
XN
n¼1

UOknj j2 þ URknj j2
� �

ð5:6Þ

that represents the dc term which is the incoherent superposition of the object and
reference waves and * refers to the complex conjugation. Using the spatial
phase-shifting method, the complex amplitude which corresponds to each wave-
length can be determined. Based on the shifted reference point sources with regard
to the optical access, the diffraction terms of Eq. 5.5 are separated. To show this, it
is necessary to transform the intensity from the spatial domain to the frequency
domain by implementing the fast Fourier transform (FFT). Performing the FFT (=)
on Eq. 5.5 results in

ÎðtÞ ¼ ÂðtÞþ
XN
n¼1

= U�
Okn

� URkn

� �n o
ðtÞ � d tþ t0;kn

� �h

þ= UOkn � U�
Rkn

� �n o
ðtÞ � d tþ t0;kn

� �i
;

ð5:7Þ

where t = (ti, tj) is a vector in the frequency domain, d(…) refers to the Dirac delta
functions and indicates the corresponding shifted t0,kn across the Fourier domain,
which shows the effect of the shifted reference point sources, and ⊗ is the con-
volution symbol.

Figure 5.3a shows an example of a hologram captured by illuminating a micro
cup from four different directions using the DHM setup. And Fig. 5.3b shows the
spectrum of the single hologram, which contains object information for the four
directions of illumination. It is noted here that there is no cross-talk between the
four different holograms, which are recorded in a single shot camera image. Each
object’s information related to a certain illumination direction is shifted according
to Eq. 5.7 to an exact position t0,kn.

It is noteworthy that the test object is illuminated from four different directions
and four holograms are recorded on a single shot using four reference waves by
applying the digital holography multiplexing principle [Ago17]. These holograms
are used to reduce speckle noise in two-wavelength contouring. Accordingly, each
holographic unit from the four units will capture two successive multiplexed
holograms. The two successive multiplexed holograms are captured, one for each
wavelength. In the following, the results that were obtained using the four obser-
vation directions will be presented and discussed. The time required for the cap-
turing process and for the switching between the two wavelengths is 120 ms. Using
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the spatial carrier frequency method [Ago15], one can numerically reconstruct the
phase distributions /k1 and /k2, which correspond to the two measurements.

Figure 5.4 shows the recovered complex amplitude. The phase difference D =
/k2−/k1 between the two reconstructed phase distributions across the capturing
plane that represents the countering map across that plane is shown in Fig. 5.4b. As
can be seen in Fig. 5.4b, fringes are only sharp across the area of the object in
focus, which can be clearly recognized from the real amplitude shown in Fig. 5.4a.
This is as expected, since the microscope objective has a limited depth of focus. In
contrast to microscopy, digital holography offers the extension of the objective
depth of focus, and since holograms give access to the complex amplitude, digital
refocusing across the whole object by means of numerical propagation is possible.
Thus, in order to completely reconstruct a sharp contouring propagation, autofocus
algorithms are used. For fast evaluation, an automated process was proposed and
implemented within a graphics processing unit (GPU). The autofocus algorithm is
implemented by scanning within small windows throughout all the propagated
planes to define where the object is in focus by estimating the standard deviations of
D, which are relatively high within these windows, where the object is out of focus
because of the speckle decorrelation. The result of this process is shown in Fig. 5.5
for only one observation direction. In both contouring maps, Figs. 5.4b and 5.5b, a
surface defect (dent) is clearly shown.

The contouring phase map shown in Fig. 5.5b is then unwrapped. Then the
values are substituted into Eq. 5.1 to determine the 3D height map. The result is
shown in Fig. 5.6. Eleven seconds are required for data transfer and hologram
analysis to obtain the 3D point cloud which is used as input for the geometry and
surface defect analysis. Defects with lateral extensions from 2 µm and a minimal

Fig. 5.3 a shows a single hologram, which contains object information for 4 directions of
illumination and b shows the corresponding spectrum with four ± first order and the central dc
components
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depth of at least 5 µm can be detected [Ago17]. Such a height map is converted to a
3D point cloud which is used as the input for both the dimensional and the surface
inspection process, which will be discussed in the next section.

Fig. 5.5 a Image of the real amplitude, which represents a sharp image of the micro cup under test
with respect to the observation direction. b Image of the phase difference distribution, which
represents a sharp contouring phase map across the whole object

Fig. 5.4 a Image of the real amplitude of the reconstructed complex amplitude across the
capturing plane of the recorded hologram for k ¼ 638:13 nm. b Image of the phase difference
D = /k2−/k1 between the two reconstructed phase distributions across the capturing plane. The
image size is 2200 � 2200 pixels with a pixel pitch of 4.54 µm
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5.2.3 Dimensional Inspection

Dimensional inspection implies the evaluation of surface data with respect to
dimensional, form and position deviations of certain geometric features. These
deviations are compared to the specified tolerances in order to decide whether the
workpiece meets the quality requirements or not. The following subsections give a
brief survey of the state of the art in evaluating point clouds and present the holistic
approximation as the method of choice for the dimensional inspection of optically
acquired surfaces of micro parts.

5.2.3.1 State of the Art

Optical measurement data contain a high number of surface coordinates of one or
multiple observation directions and represent either a free-form surface or a com-
bination of several geometric elements. The evaluation of free-form surfaces, on the
one hand, consists in aligning the measurement data to the nominal CAD data
[Sav07] and calculating and visualizing the deviations of each measurement point.
For this kind of quality inspection, several commercial solutions exist. On the other
hand, in order to analyze the optical measurement data regarding geometric
parameters like dimensional or shape deviations, the measured points have to be
segmented. This means assigning the individual measurement points to the
approximating geometric elements. However, a manual segmentation is
time-consuming and not suitable for automated analysis within a mass production.
Only by an automated segmentation of the measurement data, the individual
measuring points can be assigned in a reproducible and optimal way to the

Fig. 5.6 The 3D height map
calculated after unwrapping
the countering phase maps
obtained from the four
holographic systems
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corresponding geometric elements. Two approaches are known for such an auto-
mated segmentation:

1. Neighboring measurement points are rated based on their curvature and assigned
to corresponding geometric elements [Wes06]. This method can provide accu-
rate solutions, but it is sensitive to noisy data and not able to distinguish between
spheres and cylinders with certain radii.

2. A holistic approximation can evaluate a composed set of data under the present
boundary conditions in a single approximation task [Goc91]. By the definition
of separating functions, an optimal assignment of the measurement points to the
corresponding geometric elements (segmentation) can be carried out simulta-
neously. The method is presented for different applications, e.g. for a 2D
combination of lines and circles [Lüb10], or for micro punches as a 3D com-
bination of a cylinder, a torus and a plane [Lüb12].

It was proved that the holistic approximation with automated segmentation
(second approach) is only slightly sensitive regarding the initial values of the
approximation and at the same time converges reliably within wide ranges [Lüb10].
Furthermore, this method was successfully tested for the evaluation of
micro-measurements [Zha11], and it allows the automatic detection of outliers by a
combination with statistical methods [Gru69]. Thus, the second approach is par-
ticularly suited for noisy optical measurement data. However, the algorithms have
not yet been implemented for the evaluation of optical data acquired with DHM.

5.2.3.2 Method

The holistic approximation will be described for the evaluation of micro cups,
whose surface is acquired by DHM. The part’s geometry is a combination of a
cylinder with radius rc, a (quarter) torus with wall radius rw and a plane (see
Fig. 5.7). These radii form a vector of shape parameters a!g, while the position of

Fig. 5.7 Cross-section of micro cup model composed from geometric primitives (cylinder, torus,
and plane) in the workpiece coordinate system (WCS) with segmentation elements according to
the geometric model
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the elements is included in a transformation vector a!p. The detailed principle of the
holistic approximation is described in [Goc91] for 2D combinations and in [Lüb12]
for a 3D application. The approximation is performed by minimizing the L2 norm

min
a!p; a!g

Pncyl
i¼1

di;cyl a!p; a
!

g
� �� �2 þ Pntor

i¼1
di;tor a!p; a

!
g

� �� �2�

þ Pnpla
i¼1

di;pla a!p; a
!

g
� �� �2�1=2

;

ð5:8Þ

where ncyl, ntor and npla are the numbers of points assigned to the cylinder, the torus
and the plane, respectively. A single point has the index i, and its orthogonal
distance to the assigned geometric element is di. During the approximation, not only
the degrees of freedom (transformation a!p and shape parameters a!g) are opti-
mized, but also the assignment of the measurement points to the geometric ele-
ments. This implies that the numbers of elements in Eq. 5.7 vary during the
iterative calculation. The geometric assignment itself is based on a geometric
model, which is presented as a cross-section in Fig. 5.7. It consists of a cylinder
with radius rc, whose axis represents the z-axis, a quarter of a torus in the x–y-plane
with wall radius rw and ring radius rr = rc − rw as well as a plane parallel to the
x–y-plane at z = −rw. This model contains certain geometric constraints, e.g.
coaxiality of the cylinder and the torus axis, which are again perpendicular to the
plane, as well as tangential transitions between all elements. These constraints result
from the workpiece design and reduce the degrees of freedom to five transformation
parameters a!p ¼ Dx;Dy;Dz;ux;uy

� 	
and two shape parameters a!g ¼ rc; rw½ �. As

the geometry is axially symmetric, the rotation uz around the z-axis remains
disregarded.

Out of the geometric model, the decision rules shown in Fig. 5.8 are derived and
implemented in the algorithm. All transformed points with a positive z-coordinate
belong to the cylinder. The remaining points are distinguished by their polar radius,
points with a radius ri < (rc − rw) are assigned to the plane, and the residual points
are assigned to the torus.

5.2.3.3 Verification and Measurement Results

For the verification of the algorithms, the geometry of the measuring object was
simulated as a combination of a cylinder, a torus and a plane. The cylinder radius
was defined to rc,0 = 412 µm and the wall radius of the torus was rw,0 = 126 µm.
These dimensions were chosen according to the application. The cylinder was
formed by 300,000 equidistant points, the torus by approximately 100,000 points
and the plane by 379,000 points, each element with a uniformly distributed noise in
the normal direction of the nominal surface with different intervals [−ae/2, ae/2] in
seven steps between ae = 0.0 … 5.0 µm. Each case was simulated n = 100 times
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and automatically evaluated by the holistic approximation. The results of the
holistic approximation of the simulated data are presented in Fig. 5.9.

To analyze systematic deviations, a one sample t-test is performed with the
hypothesis that the approximated radii rc and rw are equal to the set values rc,0 and
rw,0 in the simulation. For this purpose, the radius deviations d rc ¼ rc � rc;0 and
d rw ¼ rw � rw;0 are introduced and the coverage factors

Fig. 5.9 Approximation results for simulated data (ca. 800,000 points) with different intervals
of noise ae: mean values of the radius deviations for cylinder d rc ¼ rc � rc;0 and torus
d rw ¼ rw � rw;0 with standard deviations

Fig. 5.8 Decision rules for assigning the measured points to the geometric primitives. All points
with a positive z-coordinate are assigned to the cylinder; the remaining points are distinguished by
their polar radius. Points with a radius ri < (rc − rw) belong to the plane, the residual points are
assigned to the torus
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tc ¼ drc �
ffiffiffi
n

p
rc

and tw ¼ drw � ffiffiffi
n

p
rw

ð5:9Þ

are calculated for the mean radius deviations drc ¼ rc � rc;0 and drw ¼ rw � rw;0,
respectively, based on the mean approximated radii rc, rw of the cylinder and the
torus as well as their standard deviations rc, rw.

The maximum value for the cylinder radius is tc,max = 0.74, whereas it is
tw,max = 0.92 for the torus radius. According to the t-distribution for a probability of
95% (a = 0.05) and a degree of freedom of f = n−1 = 99, the critical value is
tcrit = 1.984. As both calculated coverage factors are below this critical value, it can
be stated that the verification results do not disagree with the hypothesis with a
probability of error of 5%. Thus, it can be assumed that no systematic influence
within the holistic approximation leads to significant deviations of both the
approximated radii.

The random deviations can be characterized by the standard deviations of the
calculated radii. In absolute numbers, the standard deviation of the cylinder radius
is rc < 22 nm in this simulation, while the standard deviation of the torus radius is
rw < 2.87 µm. The random deviations of the torus are 2 orders of magnitude
higher than those of the cylinder radius, which is assumed to result from the
approximation of only a part of the geometric torus object and agrees with earlier
findings, e.g., the error of a spherical center approximation depending on the size of
the measured spherical cap [Bou93], or the increased diameter [Fla01] or center
uncertainty [McC79] with decreasing arcs of a circle. A second reason for the
increased standard deviation of the torus radius might be the number of evaluated
points. The torus was simulated with approximately 100,000 points, which is only a
third of the number of points on the cylinder. Nevertheless, for both parameters the
standard deviation is only a fraction of the initial amplitude of noise due to the high
number of data points available.

In order to demonstrate the holistic approximation, the data acquired with DHM
were evaluated based on the geometric model in Fig. 5.7. The three-dimensional
approximation results with a measured cylinder radius of 497 µm and a torus radius
of 234 µm are illustrated in Fig. 5.10 for a cross-section through the symmetry axis
of the micro cup. Systematic deviations between the measured and approximated
surface points occur, which are a result of real deviations of the cylindrical part of
the three-dimensional micro cup from the desired geometry. Hence, the holistic
approximation allows the identification of geometric deviations and, thus, the
automatic quality inspection of geometric features in micro production. However, a
crucial point is a tailored geometric model. Depending on the inspection task, the
degrees of freedom of the geometric model can include the desired geometric
parameters only (workpiece quality) or additional parameters for quantifying typical
manufacturing errors (manufacturing process).
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5.2.4 Detection of Surface Defects

Surface defects such as scratches or dirt might be too small to cause a detectable
change in the measured phase distribution. Hence, reliable detection necessitates
additional methods, which incorporate the measured amplitude image.

5.2.4.1 State of the Art

Currently, algorithms for automatic surface inspection are to a large extent based on
manually engineered features [Xie08], most commonly statistical and filter-based
[Neo14]. While the introduction of expert knowledge often allows for the creation
of powerful features, this process is laborious and might be necessary for each new
product. General solutions that can automatically adapt to new problem sets could
thus yield significant time and cost advantages. One such solution is convolutional
neural networks (CNN). These have become the driving factor behind many recent
innovations in the field of computer vision and allowed significant advances in
various applications, such as object classification [Kri12] or semantic image seg-
mentation [Yu15]. CNNs have also recently been successfully applied for industrial
surface inspection [Wei16].

5.2.4.2 Methods

The core building block of CNNs is the convolutional layer. Instead of processing,
e.g. an image all at once, it is divided into small (usually) overlapping windows and
fed piece-wise into a neural network. Each window is thus mapped to a vector of

Fig. 5.10 Cross-section of the acquired data (measurement data, see Fig. 5.6) with the result of
the holistic approximation. Note that shape deviations of the cylindrical part of the
three-dimensional micro cup are responsible for the systematic deviations between the measured
and approximated data points in the cross-section shown
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activations of a shared neural network. Convolutional layers hence automatically
learn a set of filters in the form of the networks weights.

In the most common framework, convolutional layers are combined with
pooling layers, usually max-pooling layers. Max-pooling layers summarize the
extracted features by taking the maximum activation for each unit over a small area.
Deep CNNs are built by stringing together multiple convolutional and pooling
layers. With increasing depth, the network thus extracts increasingly complex
features for increasingly large image areas or receptive fields. The application of
max-pooling thereby yields multiple advantages. By scaling down the input, the
number of parameters is decreased, which increases the computational efficiency.
At the same time, the receptive field sizes are increased and hence the amount of
context that can be integrated by each unit of the neural network. Additionally, the
use of max-pooling yields a small degree of translation invariance, which increases
the network’s robustness towards these operations. One disadvantage, however, is
that, by scaling down the input, spatial resolution gets lost. This becomes an issue
when the goal is spatially precise defect detection. To solve this problem, multiple
solutions have been proposed in the field of semantic image segmentation, e.g. the
use of dilated convolutions [Yu15], the U-Net architecture [Ron15] and the
LinkNet architecture [Cha17].

One solution is to augment the classical CNN architecture with a second network
for upscaling the spatial resolution. High-level, low-resolution features are thereby
up-sampled and merged with the corresponding low-level, high-resolution features.
This architecture is largely known as U-Net [Ron15]. The advantage is that it
harnesses the benefits of max-pooling while still being able to give precise defect
labels.

Here we implemented a modified version of the U-Net. Aside from accurate
defect detection, our objective was thereby to keep the hardware requirements and
computing time of the network as low as possible. To achieve this goal, we
employed three recently developed methods. Firstly, our architecture is heavily
inspired by densely connected CNNs [Hua17]. Secondly, we opted for depth-wise
separable convolutions [Cho16]. Finally, our network takes inspiration from the
LinkNet architecture [Cha17].

The basic idea behind densely connected CNNs is to feed into each new layer
the activation of each previous layer. This allows a significant decrease of the
number of connections in each layer as all the information from previous layers can
be directly accessed instead of having to be repeated over each layer. Figure 5.11a
illustrates the blocks of densely connected layers used in this work. Each layer
propagates its activations to all the successive layers within a block. Filter sizes
were chosen to be 5 � 5 for layers one and three in each block and 1 � 1 for layers
two and four as well as the final output layer. Each layer thereby uses h units. In our
experiments h was set equal to 12. As a bottleneck, we only concatenate the
activations of all layers within the block to produce the blocks output, i.e. the input
to a block is not propagated after the block. Implementation details are given in
Table 5.1.
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The second method for increasing the model efficiency is the use of depth-wise
separable convolutions [Cho16]. The principle behind depth-wise separable con-
volutions is that, instead of performing convolutions over all channels within a
spatial window simultaneously, the spatial and the depth/channel-wise convolutions
are performed separately. This allows for a significant decrease in the amount of
network connections.

Table 5.1 Layer types, filter sizes, number of units and input/output dimensions for each layer
within a block (W: width, H: height, SC: separable convolution)

Layer type Filter size # units Input resolution Output resolution

Input d – W � H � d

SC 5�5 h W � H � d W � H � h

SC 1�1 h W � H � h+d W � H � h

SC 5�5 h W� H � 2∙h+d W � H � h

SC 1�1 h W � H � 3∙h+d W � H � h

Output – W � H � 4∙h

Fig. 5.11 a Densely connected block as used in this work. The Input (blue) is fed into all
successive layers of the block. The activations of each layer (red, green, orange, gray) are fed into
all successive layers. The output is constructed by concatenating the activations of all layers of the
block (red, green, orange, gray), but not the input. b Decoder block to integrate low- and high-level
features. Input 1 (upper left): Low-level features are subjected to one non-linear (exponential linear
unit: elu) and one linear 1 � 1 convolution. The number of features is thereby reduced by a factor
of 0.25. Input 2 (lower right): High-level features are subjected to one non-linear and one linear 1
� 1 convolution and then sampled up to match the resolution of the low-level input. The number
of features is thereby also reduced to match the reduced low-level features
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The third method for increasing the model efficiency takes inspiration from the
LinkNet architecture [Cha17]. There are two ways in which LinkNet increases the
efficiency of the standard U-Net architecture. Firstly, high- and low-level features
are merged via addition instead of concatenation. Secondly, the number of features
is also reduced before the summation. Our implementation of this procedure is
shown in Fig. 5.11b.

The final network consists of a down-sampling and up-sampling part. The spatial
resolution of the input image is thereby down-sampled from 512 � 512 to 8 � 8
and then up-sampled again to 512 � 512. The down-sampling part consists of
densely connected blocks followed by a 4 � 4 max-pooling operation and batch
normalization [Iof15]. In the up-sampling part, we use decoder blocks as illustrated
in Fig. 5.12 to efficiently integrate low- and high-level features.

Fig. 5.12 Dense U-Net as implemented for this work. The picture on the upper left shows the
input image of the test part to be inspected, while the result on the upper right shows the predicted
defect position. In the down-sampling part, the input is fed into blocks of densely connected
convolutional layers (see Fig. 5.11a), followed by 4 � 4 max-pooling and batch normalization.
The up-sampling part uses decoder blocks as described in Fig. 5.11b. The spatial resolution is
restored via up-sampling and concatenation with the corresponding layer of the down-sampling
part as well as another densely connected block
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As activation functions, we used exponential linear units (elu) [Cle15] in all but
the output layers. For the output layer, we used sigmoid units to constrain the output
to the interval [0, 1]. The network was trained by minimizing binary cross-entropy
(also known as log-loss) using the Adam optimizer [Kin14]. The learning rate was
initialized at 0.001 and automatically reduced by a factor of 0.1 when no decrease
in loss was observed for more than 10 epochs. The mini-batch size was set to eight.
All experiments were conducted using the keras library for Python.

To improve the defect labeling, we automatically created a mask for background
subtraction for each measurement. The steps are shown in Fig. 5.13. First we
applied a strong low-pass filter to the measurement (i.e. convolution with a 55 � 55
matrix of ones). We binarized the resulting image using its mean as a threshold. In
the resulting binary matrix, the largest contour was detected using methods pro-
vided by the OpenCV software library [Bra00]. The background mask was directly
fed into the CNN and multiplied with its output layer. This allowed the network to
learn features only for the relevant parts of the image.

Fig. 5.13 Background removal: In order to improve defect detection, the background was
removed from the final classification result. The measurement (upper left) was low-pass filtered.
The resulting image (upper right) was thresholded by its mean value. In the resulting image (lower
left) the largest contour was detected and used as a mask for background removal (lower right)
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We evaluated our method by using 64 samples for training and the remaining 5
samples for evaluation. To increase the amount of training data artificially, we used
the following operations: horizontal flipping, vertical flipping, random rotations,
and scaling the size by a factor between 0.9 and 1.1 (cropping or adding the
additional/missing pixels at the boundaries).

5.2.4.3 Validation

Figure 5.14 shows the resulting defect maps for the testing data. All defects are
detected and marked correctly. However, it should also be noted that the defect
labels are still rather coarse, especially around the borders.

Defect detection for a single input image takes <130 ms on our test system
(AMD Ryzen Threadripper 1900X 8-Core Processor � 16, 64 GB RAM,
GeForce GTX 1080 Ti). Additional speed gains can be achieved by processing
multiple images at once, as this would decrease the amount of data transfer towards
and from the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU).

Fig. 5.14 Network prediction for all five test measurements. Top row: input measurement after
background subtraction. Middle row: defect masks. Bottom row: defect predictions. All defects are
marked correctly
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5.3 Inspection of Functional Surfaces on Micro
Components in the Interior of Cavities

Aleksandar Simic*, Benjamin Staar, Claas Falldorf, Michael Lütjen, Michael
Freitag and Ralf B. Bergmann

Abstract A fast and precise solution for the inspection of the interior of micro parts
using digital holography is presented in this chapter. The system presented here is
capable of operating in an industrial environment. For this purpose, a compact
Michelson setup in front of the imaging optics is used, so that the light paths of the
object- and reference arm are almost identical. This makes the system less vul-
nerable to mechanical vibrations. A further improvement is obtained using the
two-frame phase-shifting method for the recording of a complex wave field. This
enables the usage of two cameras in order to allow the recording of a complex wave
field in a single exposure. With the help of two-wavelength contouring, optically
rough objects with a synthetic wavelength of approximately 93 µm are investi-
gated. The measurement results make it possible to determine the shape of the
interior surface and faults such as scratches with a resolution of approximately
5 µm. In order to fully utilize the measurement speed of the setup, a fast and
reliable solution for automatic defect detection is required. For a profitable indus-
trial application, it is therefore crucial to reliably detect all defective parts while
producing little to no false positives (i.e. pseudo-rejections). This is realized by
utilizing prior knowledge about the object shapes to implement fast phase
unwrapping for defect detection. Defects are then reliably detected by identifying
consecutive areas of deviation in relative depth. The evaluation of measurements
taken in an industrial environment shows that this approach reliably detects all
defects with a false-positive rate of less than one percent.

Keywords Quality control � Optical monitoring � Digital holography

5.3.1 Introduction

Micro cold formed parts are produced in high quantities, as many of such are
incorporated inside a complete system. The mass production of micro parts can
only be efficient if the quality inspection of these parts is incorporated within the
production line. Optical metrology offers the opportunity to determine the shape of
the structures of such parts and allows for quality control. Automated quality
control with the help of an automated optical system within the industrial pro-
duction line reduces the costs and time that would otherwise be required for a
sophisticated manual inspection. Up to now, tactile methods have been used to
inspect components on a sample basis, but these are not suitable for fast quality
inspection in the production line as they are too slow and might alter the sample.
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Among the non-tactile methods, confocal microscopy is commonly used for
inspection but is clearly too slow for an automated 100% inspection. An overview
of such methods can be found in [Ber12, Kop13]. Alternatively, white-light
interferometry (WLI) is suitable, as it measures with high speed and is highly
precise. For a review of WLI, see [Gro15]. However, WLI requires a comparatively
large number of recordings, commonly by depth scanning, to capture depth
information.

Digital holography (DH) is precise and only requires a small number of
recordings to obtain the object shape, as shown in [Fal15]. This makes it a good
candidate for the fast three-dimensional inspection of micro parts. Usually DH uses
the method of temporal phase-shifting for phase evaluation, which is generally
realized with a piezoelectric device. To realize a system which exhibits an even
higher robustness, the method of two-frame phase-shifting is used to measure the
object shape in two consecutive exposures.

5.3.1.1 Digital Holography

Historically, an interference pattern of an object- and reference wave was recorded
on holographic plates and evaluated afterwards. However, such holographic plates
can only be used a single time and require wet chemical processing. With the rise of
computational methods and image-processing methods with the use of CCD and
CMOS cameras, classical holography was replaced by digital holography and
digital holographic microscopy (DHM) for the inspection of microscopic objects.
An interference pattern arising from the light scattered by the investigated object
and a reference wave is recorded in the CCD plane to extract the complex wave
field of the object under investigation (see Fig. 5.15).

The intensity distribution of the interference pattern is given by

I~rð Þ ¼ UO ~rð ÞþUR ~rð Þj j2

¼ UO ~rð Þj j2 þ jUR ~rð Þj2 þU�
O ~rð ÞUR ~rð Þ þU�

R ~rð Þ
ð5:10Þ

where ~r is the position vector and UO ~rð Þ and UR ~rð Þ are the object- and
reference-wave fields respectively, with U�

O ~rð Þ and U�
R ~rð Þ being the particular

conjugated wave fields. When multiplying this interference pattern with the com-
plex amplitude of the reference wave, the following fundamental equation is
obtained:

I~rð Þ � UR ~rð Þ ¼ UO ~rð Þj j2 þ UR ~rð Þj j2
� �

� UR ~rð ÞþU�
O ~rð Þ � UR ~rð Þ2

þUO ~rð Þ UR ~rð Þj j2:
ð5:11Þ

The first term of Eq. 5.11 represents the DC term, which can be observed in the
center of the recorded picture as the brightness of the image. The second term
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describes an inverted image U�
O ~rð Þ � UR ~rð Þ2 of the object. The last term represents a

virtual image of the object. The phase U of the wave field UO ~rð Þ contains infor-
mation on the form of the object. The height h of the observed object can be
calculated with the phase U from

U ¼ 2p
k

� 2h ð5:12Þ

5.3.1.2 Two-Wavelength Contouring

Two-wavelength contouring is an established method for the form recognition of
diffusely reflecting objects. Falldorf et al. managed to significantly enhance the
signal-to-noise ratio of the holographic measurement of optically rough objects with
the help of this method [Fal12]. For objects that have a roughness larger than half of
the wavelength of the illuminating light, there will be ambiguous results according
to Eq. 5.12, as the phase only varies in the range of −p to p. In two-wavelength
contouring, two light sources are used to perform the measurement with slightly
different wavelengths, k1 and k2. The corresponding phase distributions are

Fig. 5.15 Sketch of a
conventional setup in digital
holography. The object
(micro part) is illuminated and
the image is magnified with
the help of a microscope
objective and projected on a
CCD camera. At the same
time, the CCD is illuminated
with a reference wave. The
arising interference pattern
gives the opportunity to
extract the complex wave
field [Ago17]
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subtracted and the resulting phase difference can be interpreted as a single mea-
surement with a synthetic wavelength [Fal15] of

K ¼ k1k2
k1 � k2j j ð5:13Þ

The synthetic wavelength can be chosen to be much larger than the surface
roughness by adjusting k1 and k2 to resolve the ambiguity problem.

5.3.1.3 Two-Frame Phase-Shifting

The recorded digital hologram from Eq. 5.11 only contains object information in
the virtual image, and the remaining inverted image and DC term are generally not
of interest. Therefore, only a small part of the camera resolution can be used with
this method. To use the complete spatial bandwidth, the method of temporal
phase-shifting is used, where the phase is shifted by a fractional amount of the
wavelength to generate several equations and extract detailed phase information.

The recorded interference pattern from Eq. 5.10 can be expressed with the help
of the phase difference DU of the involved wave fields, to extract 3D-information
on the considered object by using

I~rð Þ ¼ UO ~rð ÞþUR ~rð Þj j2

¼ IO ~rð Þþ IR ~rð Þþ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
IO ~rð ÞIR ~rð Þ

p
cos DUð Þ

ð5:14Þ

This equation contains the three unknown variables IO ~rð Þ; IR ~rð Þ;DU; which
makes it impossible to extract the phase difference DU. To solve this problem the
phase difference DU of the interference pattern produced is shifted with a known
factor D to obtain a system of at least three equations from the corresponding
recorded intensities. This process is generally accomplished with the help of a
piezoelectric device in the setup. The resulting phase distribution is wrapped in the
bounded interval [0, 2p] and has to be unwrapped to determine the continuous
behavior.

To incorporate this method in an industrial environment, its robustness is
improved by replacing the piezoelectric device. To maintain the complete space–
bandwidth product of the detected signal, it is vital to find a way of using temporal
phase-shifting in a single camera exposure. For this purpose, the temporal
phase-shifting method is used with the help of only two recorded interference
patterns. This is accomplished by using circular polarized light from the object and
linear polarized light from the reference mirror. Nozawa et al. have already used
this system for single-shot and highly accurate measurements of complex amplitude
fields with a simple optical setup [Noz15].

For the recorded interference patterns in the CCD plane, the wave field
UG ~r ¼ z0ð Þ in the CCD plane can be written as
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UG ¼ I1 � I0ð Þþ i I2 � I0ð Þ; ð5:15Þ

with I1 and I2 being the phase-shifted single recorded interference patterns shifted
by p=2, respectively. Liu et al. showed that the DC term I0 is given by [Liu09]

I0 ¼ 2R2 þ I1 þ I2
2

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2R2 þ I1 þ I2
� �2�2 I21 þ I22 þ 4R4

� �
2

;

s
ð5:16Þ

with the amplitude of the reference wave R.

5.3.2 Experimental Alignment

For the inspection of the interior of a micro deep drawing component with DHM, a
Michelson interferometer based setup, shown in Fig. 5.16, is constructed with the
object in one arm and a plane mirror in the other arm to provide a reference wave.
The Michelson interferometer has been placed as close to the object as possible in
order to minimize the lengths of the separated light paths. The object is introduced
to the setup with the help of a positioning apparatus, constructed by the industrial
partner Stüken Corp. Furthermore, the usage of polarization optics and two cameras
enables the simultaneous recording of two phase-shifted images. In this configu-
ration, the setup is more stable with respect to exterior disturbances compared to a
setup using a piezoelectric device.

After leaving the fiber switch, the light is parallelized with the help of a colli-
mating lens and is linearly polarized. A k/4 plate then polarizes the light circularly
and illuminates the object through a beam splitter. At the same time, half of the
intensity is redirected and linearly polarized again to illuminate the reference
mirror. After traveling through a microscope with 5x magnification, the light is
again divided with the help of a polarization-sensitive beam splitter to lead it to two
camera targets at the same time. By using such a beam splitter, two interference
patterns are projected on the camera targets, shifted by 90°.

As light sources, two diode lasers with output powers of P1 ¼ 70 mW and
P2 ¼ 20 mW and with wavelengths k1 ¼ 642:2 nm and k2 ¼ 637:8 nm are used.
With that, the camera exposure times were set to 8 ms to fully illuminate the camera
targets. With the employed wavelengths, the synthetic wavelength amounts to K ¼
93:1 µm. To avoid coherent amplification and to minimize speckle noise, laser light
with coherence lengths of less than 1 mm is used.

5.3.2.1 Experimental Results

Figure 5.17 shows a sketch of the investigated parts, which have a functionality
area that is vital for the component. This area must not exhibit scratches or
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imperfections and therefore has to be inspected. 247 parts were inspected, of which
230 were defect-free and 17 were bad parts which were identified prior to the
measurement.

The setup was implemented in the department for quality assurance of Stüken
Corp., a producer of micro deep drawing parts. The recorded phase distribution
displays the inner form of the object and allows for a classification of the func-
tionality. Figure 5.18a shows the phase of the functional area of the component
presented above. Two consecutive fringes indicate a height difference of K/2 on the
object surface. Any deviation of the concentric inner form shows potential faults in
the functional area, which can be seen in Fig. 5.18b, for example.

The phase can be unwrapped to obtain metric data with the help of Eq. 5.12. The
unwrapped area around the defect can be seen in Fig. 5.19. Eight points on the
dashed red line inside the defect were considered and compared with eight points on
the parallel dashed red line outside the defect to calculate the mean depth of the
error. Figure 5.19 contains measured values for the phase difference of the
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Fig. 5.16 Setup for the internal inspection of micro deep-drawing parts. Before entering the
interferometer shown in the right part of the drawing, the light is polarized circularly with a k/
4-plate. The interferometer consists of a mirror in one arm and an object in the other arm. With the
help of a polarizing filter, the reference light is polarized linearly while the object wave has a
circular polarization. The image is magnified 5x using the microscope objective. By using a
polarizing beam splitter, two interference patterns are projected on two cameras at the same time,
being shifted by 90°
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measured wave field. To convert the measured values into metric data, Eq. 5.12 is
used with respect to a doubled light path as the light is reflected from the object.
Then the mean depth d of the error can be calculated using the averages of the phase
difference DU1;DU2 at the dotted lines of

Fig. 5.17 Sketch of the investigated micro part. The area marked in light red around the lower
hole serves as a functional area and has to be inspected. Taken from [Sim17]

Fig. 5.18 a Phase distribution of the recorded functional area of the inspected micro part, which is
an acceptable part. In b one can see the function area with a potential fault. Taken from [Sim17]
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d x; yð Þ ¼ D�U1 x; yð Þ � D�U2 x; yð Þ
4p

� K ¼ 20:2� 1:5ð Þlm: ð5:17Þ

With this system, a lateral as well as a depth resolution of 5 µm can be achieved.

5.3.2.2 Comparison with X-Ray Tomography

For validation, the functionality area of the bad part from the last section was
inspected using X-ray tomography. Figure 5.20 shows the measurement result,
which depicts a scratch with a depth of 23 µm at the marked spot. With that, the
result from Eq. 5.16 can be validated.

Fig. 5.19 Defect detected in
the functional area after
unwrapping the detected
phase. The mean depth of the
scratch is calculated on the
dotted lines and amounts to d
(x, y) = (20.2 ± 1.5) µm.
Taken from [Sim17]

Fig. 5.20 aMeasured spot on the functional surface with X-ray tomography. b Cross-section with
the result of the depth measurement
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5.3.2.3 Different Batches of Material

Different batches of materials were investigated with the presented system to
evaluate the method. These were glossy parts, oily parts and heat-treated parts.
A comparison of those three material types is shown in Fig. 5.21. Especially glossy
parts do not scatter the incoming light and directly reflect most of it instead.
Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio decreases especially for the glossy parts, making
further evaluation therefore impossible.

5.3.3 Automatic Defect Detection

For the effective utilization of the setup’s measurement speed, manual evaluation of
the measurements is not feasible. Hence a solution for automatic defect detection
was developed. Thus the challenge was threefold: Firstly, the method had to be fast,
as a slow algorithm would be detrimental to the fast measurement system.
Secondly, defect detection had to be very accurate, with zero false negatives (un-
detected defects) and less than 4% false positives (intact parts falsely labeled as
defective). Thirdly, due to the well optimized process, the number of defective
samples was very small. Consequently, the application of state-of-the-art machine
learning methods, like e.g. convolutional neural networks, which have been applied
by Ronneberger et al. [Ron15] and Weimar et al. [Wei16] for example, was not
feasible.

The detection of the measured part is achieved by detecting circles in the phase
distribution DU. Potential defects are then filtered out by applying a low-pass filter
(LPF) in a circular motion. The resulting prototype is then subtracted from the
measured DU to identify deviations via the application of a threshold. The whole
defect detection pipeline is schematically shown in Fig. 5.22.

Fig. 5.21 Measurements of the same part of different batches of a heat-treated, b oily and c glossy
material. The signal-to-noise ratio decreases for oily and glossy parts and does not allow a precise
evaluation
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5.3.3.1 Preprocessing

In order to decrease noise, DU was filtered by applying a sin/cos LPF. Since DU is a
phase distribution, low-pass filtering in the complex plane may be applied, i.e. to
the complex phasor fc xð Þ ¼ eif xð Þ which exhibits unit amplitude and f xð Þ as the
phase. This approach prevents filter artifacts at the phase transitions.

5.3.3.2 Part Detection

While objects are positioned close to the center of the measured image, there are
significant deviations that do not allow the assumption of a fixed center without
notable loss of accuracy. For the problem at hand, the measured part of the object is
circular and the measurement is taken orthogonally. This is manifested in the
resulting phase distributions as nearly concentric circles. The measured part’s center
can hence be located by the detection of these circles. This was implemented by
first applying a strong sin/cos LPF to DU, yielding DU0 and subsequently applying
a binary threshold to DU0; resulting in two images T1 and T2 with:

T1 ¼
1; DU0

i;j 	 0
0; DU0

i;j [ 0

�
T2 ¼

0; DU0
i;j 	 0

1; DU0
i;j [ 0

�
ð5:18Þ

An example is shown in Fig. 5.22b. Subsequently, contours in T1 and T2 are
detected and sorted by area. The largest contours are then fitted by their minimal

Fig. 5.22 Defect detection pipeline. a: phase distribution image DU. b: Circles are detected in the
phase distribution image DU via thresholding and contour detection. c: A defect-free prototype,
DUprototype, is created by mapping DU to polar coordinates, yielding DUpolar and applying a LPF in
the angular direction. d: Phase unwrapping is realized by subtracting the prototype DUprototype from
DUpolar, yielding the depth deviation image D�d. e: Defects are identified from D�d and marked
accordingly (mapped back to Cartesian coordinates for better visualization)
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enclosing circle. As a robust estimate of the object’s center, the median of the
resulting centers is taken, yielding the center ðcx; cyÞ.

5.3.3.3 Prototype Creation and Phase Unwrapping

In order to detect defects, the measured phase distribution DU is compared to an
ideal prototype of that measurement. Expecting the measured part to have a smooth
surface, prototype creation is achieved by the application of a sin/cos low-pass filter
in a circular motion. One could think of this as virtually regrinding the object to
smooth out defects. The detailed steps for this process are as follows:

First DU is mapped to polar coordinates with respect to the object’s center
detected in the previous step. The result is an b� r image DUpolar whereby b marks
the angular resolution and r the radius.

DUpolar x; y½ � ¼ DU y � cos x2p
b

� �
þ cx; y � sin x2p

b

� �
þ cy

h i
x ¼ 1; . . .; b 2 N

y ¼ 1; . . .; r 2 N

ð5:19Þ

Low-pass filtering in a circular motion can thus be achieved by applying a sin/
cos LPF to DUpolar, yielding DUprototype (for an example see Fig. 5.22c). The m� n
filter matrix was thereby chosen to be much larger in angular direction m than in
radial direction n. The reasoning is that, due to phase transitions, high-frequency
components are expected in the radial direction even for smooth surfaces. In the
angular direction, however, a smooth surface should only exhibit low-frequency
components, as there should not be any phase transitions. Deviations in depth can
thus be calculated via (Fig. 5.22d)

D�d ¼ DUprototype � DUpolar
�� ��: ð5:20Þ

5.3.3.4 Defect Detection

Potential defects are marked by deviations from zero in D�d. Due to roughness of the
measured part’s surface that lies within tolerance, there might exist multiple such
areas, even for intact parts. To differentiate between this background noise and
actual defects, two different features are used. Firstly, errors are assumed to be
marked by larger connected areas of deviations from zero, i.e., the area of an actual
defect exceeds a certain threshold. Secondly, it is assumed that for defective areas
the mean deviation from the background exceeds a certain threshold.

Accordingly, the defect detection routine searches for connected areas of devi-
ations from zero in D�d with areas above an area threshold tA where the mean
deviation exceeds a depth threshold tD. An example is shown in Fig. 5.22e.
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5.3.3.5 Detecting Loss of Focus

Larger defects in the measured part’s geometry as well as environmental influences
might cause the measured phase distribution to be out of focus. However, the defect
detection routine does not necessarily capture this case. Therefore, an additional
method for detecting loss of focus was implemented. As a marker for focus, the
orientation of gradients in DUpolar is employed. The underlying assumption is that
well focused parts of DUpolar show homogeneous orientation of gradients, while
unfocused areas show gradient orientations that are more or less random. Focused
areas are hence marked by low standard deviation in the gradient orientations, while
unfocused areas are marked by large standard deviation. The gradient orientation in
DUpolar is calculated in the following way. First, the Sobel derivatives [Sob90] are
calculated by convolution with Sobel operators Sx and Sy, resulting in

Gx ¼ Sx � DUpolar ¼
1 0 �1
2 0 �2
1 0 �1

2
4

3
5 � DUpolar ð5:21aÞ

and

Gy ¼ Sy � DUpolar ¼
1 2 1
0 0 0
�1 �2 �1

2
4

3
5 � DUpolar: ð5:21bÞ

Large derivatives caused by phase transitions (Fig. 5.23b) are then removed by
looking for entries in Gx and Gy with absolute values above five times the median
absolute deviation (mad), i.e. Gxj j[ 5mad Gxj jð Þ and Gy

�� ��[ 5mad Gy

�� ��� �
respec-

tively. The identified values are then replaced by the respective median value
(Fig. 5.23c).

Subsequently, the gradient orientation (Fig. 5.23d) is calculated via

H ¼ arctan Gy;Gx
� �

: ð5:22Þ

Then the local standard deviation std Hð Þ of H over windows of 25� 25 pixels
is calculated

std Hð Þ ¼ H� H � Kð Þð Þ � K ð5:23Þ

with a 25� 25 unit matrix K as the convolution kernel. The normalized sum f of
the values in std Hð Þ then serves as an indicator value on how focused the image is
(Fig. 5.23e):
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f ¼ 1
rb

Xr

i¼1

Xb
j¼1

std Hð Þij ð5:24Þ

If f exceeds a certain threshold tfocus, the measurement is said to be out of focus.

5.3.3.6 Results

In total, this defect detection routine has the four parameters shown in Table 5.2
with the thresholds for area tA, depth tD and focus tfocus. After evaluating different
settings manually, the set of parameters shown in Table 5.2 was used for further
work

Table 5.2 Parameter set for
defect routine

Parameter Variable Value

Angular resolution b 1800 pixels

Threshold: area tA 1000 pixels

Threshold: mean depth tD 0.1 (Range: 0–2 p)

Threshold: focus tfocus 0.07

Fig. 5.23 a: Polar coordinate image DUpolar of the phase distribution DU. b: Result of calculating
Sobel derivative of DUpolar in x- and y-direction (Gx and Gy respectively). c: Result of removing
outlier derivatives caused by phase transitions. d: The gradient orientation image H. e: Local
standard deviation of gradient orientation image H. Blue marks low values while red marks large
values
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Defect detection was evaluated on 296 measurements of 247 parts (230 parts of
those were previously inspected and found to be acceptable and 17 parts were
identified as bad parts) in the department of quality assurance of Stüken Corp. with
a measurement speed of approximately one part per second. Defective parts were all
measured at least 3 times with different orientations to verify reproducible defect
detection. Out of the 296 measurements, all the defective parts were reliably
detected (true positive), while eleven intact parts were sorted out. Of these eleven
parts, nine were correctly sorted out due to the measurement being out of focus,
leaving two false positive detections.
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5.4 In Situ Geometry Measurement Using Confocal
Fluorescence Microscopy

Merlin Mikulewitsch* and Andreas Fischer

Abstract Due to the challenging environment of micro manufacturing processes
such as laser chemical machining (LCM) where the workpiece is submerged in a
fluid, a contactless in situ capable measurement is required for quality control.
However, the in situ geometry measurement has several challenges for optical
measurement systems because the high surface gradients of the micro geometries
and the fluid environment complicate the use of conventional metrology. Confocal
fluorescence microscopy allows for the determination of the surface position by
adding an isotropically scattering fluorophore to the fluid and detecting the signal
drop at the boundary layer between the measured object and the fluid. This tech-
nique, capable of improving the measurability of metallic surfaces with strong
curvatures, is evaluated for suitability as an in situ measurement method for the
LCM process. Unlike in thinner layers, however, the signal with fluid layers

 1 mm, as needed for LCM in situ applications, shows strong dependencies on the
fluorophore concentration and fluid depth. Thus, a physical model of the fluores-
cence intensity signal was developed for the evaluation of the surface position. To
validate the method for the in situ measurement of geometry parameters, the step
height of a submerged reference step was determined by measuring the surface
positions along a line over the step. The step height measurement results in an
uncertainty of 8.8 lm that is verified by deriving the potential measurement
uncertainty of the model-based measurement approach. Further investigation of the
uncertainty budget will allow a reduction of the measurement uncertainty and
enable in situ monitoring and control of the LCM process.

Keywords In situ measurement � Confocal microscopy � Signal modeling

5.4.1 Challenges of Optical Metrology for In-Process
and in situ Measurements

Laser chemical machining (LCM) is a promising alternative process that allows for
inexpensive manufacturing of micro geometries in hard metals, such as dies for
micro forming, without heat damage or structural alterations to the material
[Mik17]. Laser chemically machined geometries can reach structure sizes between
10 lm and 400 lm, with steep slopes and a surface roughness of up to 0:3 lm
[Ste10]. However, factors in the process environment, such as chaotic thermal
interactions between the fluid and workpiece geometry, complicate the manufacture
of a desired geometry, necessitating a closed-loop quality control [Zha17] with an
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in situ measurement feedback to improve the manufacturing quality (see Sect. 4.3).
The challenging conditions of the LCM process, such as the requirement that the
workpiece needs to be submerged by a fluid layer (typically 1‒40 mm thick), hinder
the in situ application of many measurement methods. The general lack of acces-
sibility to the workpiece, for instance, requires the use of contactless measurement
methods based on optical acquisition.

Conventional micro-topography measurement techniques can be separated into
interferometric methods (e.g. displacement interferometry, digital holography
[Kop13]) and other techniques, such as conventional laser-scanning confocal
microscopy [Han06]. Conventional confocal microscopy is hindered, however, by
the in situ conditions of high surface angles of the specimen [Liu16].
Interferometric methods were also investigated as a means of control feedback
[Zha13], but were found to be unsuitable: The tested measurement systems inte-
grated the interferometer directly into the machining head of the laser jet system as
a two-beam interferometer according to the Michelson principle in order to increase
the signal strength. The measuring beam was guided coaxially to the etchant and
processing beam onto the surface of the workpiece. To obtain the path difference
from the interferogram, the number of interference fringes was determined with
phototransistors. If the measuring and reference arms are in different ambient
media, a correction with the refractive indices of the media is also required.
Evaluating the interferometer with samples of different surface roughness, it was
determined that the measuring signal strength decreases with increasing surface
roughness [Ger10]. In the end however, successful in situ measurement application
proved to be unfeasible due to the formation of thermal gradients and gas bubbles
that act as moving micro lenses and cause strong disruptions of the measuring beam
[Ger10]. Thus, a suitable in situ measurement method capable of dealing with the
process-induced currents, thermal gradients, and refractive index fluctuations is
needed to improve the feasibility and acceptance of laser chemical machining as a
competitive manufacturing process. A method based on the confocal detection of
the fluorescence emitted by the fluid shows promise for in situ measurement
application. The measurement is based on detecting the boundary position of the
specimen surface and the fluid through the change in fluorescence signal while the
confocal detection volume is scanned vertically through the fluid [Mic14].

5.4.2 Principle of Confocal Microscopy Based
Measurement

The principle of measurement as shown in Fig. 5.24 is based on the detection of the
fluorescence intensity emitted from the fluid covering the specimen using a con-
focal microscopy setup [Mik18]. The light of a green diode laser (k = 532 nm) is
expanded by a Keplerian beam expander and redirected by a beam splitter to the
objective lens (NA = 0.42, WD = 20 mm), exciting the fluorescent fluid (aqueous
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solution of Rhodamine B) submerging the specimen. The specimen container is
positioned using a 3-axis linear stage to enable the scanning of the focus position
through the fluid. Only the fluorescence light emitted by the fluid (k = 565 nm) is
collected by a charge-coupled device (CCD). The confocal principle causes light
not originating from a volume around the focus of the objective (confocal volume)
to contribute less to the detected fluorescence signal. Scanning the confocal volume

Fig. 5.24 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup and measurement principle of the
confocal fluorescence microscopy system. Moving the confocal volume vertically through the
fluid, a characteristic fluorescence intensity signal is generated (bottom right) [Mik18]
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of the excitation laser vertically (in the z-direction) through the fluorescent fluid
produces a characteristic fluorescence intensity signal (see Fig. 5.24, bottom right).

Since the excitation light is filtered out, only light that is emitted by the fluid
inside the confocal volume is detected. Only for values of z inside the boundaries of
the fluid (z0 < z < z1, see Fig. 5.24) will a significant signal be produced, since no
fluorescent fluid is present to generate light when the confocal volume is fully
located in either air or the specimen. The signal does not decay abruptly at the
boundary but gradually, depending on the vertical extent of the confocal volume.
The exact determination of the surface position z0 is not trivial, as opposed to the
case of very thin fluid layers, where the depth response is more similar to that of
conventional confocal microscopy where the intensity peak corresponds directly to
the surface position. For the case of thicker fluid layers, the properties of the
fluorescence signal depend strongly on the fluorophore concentration and the fluid
depth. With high fluorophore concentrations or thick fluid layers, the Lambert–Beer
law of absorption causes less excitation light to reach far into the fluid, resulting in
the decay of the fluorescence signal before the confocal volume reaches the spec-
imen surface. This effect is negligible for thin fluid layers, but needs to be taken into
consideration when choosing the fluorophore concentration for measurements in
thicker layers. For the purpose of determining the surface position of the specimen
from the fluorescence signal, a physical model of the fluorescence signal is used.

5.4.2.1 Model Assumptions

In order to solve the inverse problem of how to determine the surface position of the
specimen from the acquired fluorescence intensity signal, a model of the fluores-
cence signal formation was developed [Mik18]. The model is based on several
assumptions:

1. The detected fluorescence intensity is only generated in the confocal volume
2. The shape of the confocal volume is simplified to a 3D Gaussian function
3. The shape of the confocal volume is not affected by refraction
4. The specimen surface is non-reflective
5. The fluid surface does not move
6. A constant and uniform fluorophore concentration
7. A constant excitation power
8. The confocal volume is cut off by the horizontal surface element

The model assumptions are the source of model uncertainties that propagate into
the uncertainty of the geometry parameter determination. However, it could be
shown [Mik18] that even this simplified model is capable of enabling the surface
position to be determined within thick fluid layers. The advantage of these sim-
plifications is the existence of a closed mathematical formula to describe the
fluorescence intensity signal (see Eq. 5.27).
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5.4.2.2 Model Description

To model the fluorescence signal, the confocal volume in which it is generated
needs to be described first. Since the confocal microscope only detects light from
inside the confocal volume, the signal rapidly decreases if this volume moves
outside the fluid that generates the fluorescent light. The spatially distributed
contribution of each infinitesimal volume element to the detected fluorescence light
power can be characterized in a first approximation by the three-dimensional
Gaussian function [Rüt08]

I r; zð Þ ¼ I0 � exp � 2
w2
0

r2 þ z2

j2

 � �
; ð5:25Þ

with r ¼ x
y

 �
:

This confocal volume function has a width of w0 in the xy-direction and jw0 in
the z-direction, where j[ 1 is a constant factor dependent on the confocal
setup. The parameter I0 describes the maximum fluorescence light power deter-
mined by the excitation power and fluorophore concentration. Because the signal is
generated by scanning the confocal volume through the fluid, a weighting factor,
which is zero outside the boundaries of the fluid and follows the Lambert–Beer law
of absorption inside the fluorophore, needs to be considered. The fluorescence
intensity signal IF zð Þ detected at position z (see Fig. 5.25) is obtained by integrating
the total contribution described by weighting the confocal volume function over all
dimensions. The integral over the confocal volume function can be thought of as a

vertical (z) convolution of the horizontal (x, y) integral
Z1
�1

I r; zð Þdr with the

weighting function g zð Þ of the fluid

Fig. 5.25 Measured fluorescence intensity signal and fitted model function IF zð Þ, (see Eq. 5.27).
The surface position parameter z0 (see diagram in Fig. 5.24) resulting from the non-linear
least-squares fit is marked with a circle
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IF zð Þ ¼ g zð Þ �
Z1
�1

I r; zð Þdr; ð5:26Þ

with g zð Þ ¼ exp e � z� z1ð Þð Þ z0 	 z	 z1
0 otherwise

�
:

Evaluating the convolution integral from Eq. 5.26 with the confocal volume
function I r; zð Þ from Eq. 5.25 gives the model function of the fluorescence intensity
signal IF zð Þ as

IF zð Þ ¼ ~I0 � erf
z� z0
2n

þ en

 �
� erf

z� z1
2n

þ en

 � �
� exp e � z� z1ð Þð ÞþC; ð5:27Þ

with n ¼ jw0

2
p
2
;~I0 ¼ I0w2

0np
3
2

4
� exp e2n2

� �
:

The surface position z0 is then determined by a non-linear regression of the
measured fluorescence intensity signal with the model function IF zð Þ using a least
squares method. The approximation parameters are the amplitude ~I0, the offset C,
the fluorophore concentration-dependent attenuation coefficient e, the confocal
volume shape parameter n and the position parameters z1 (fluid surface) and z0
(specimen surface).

5.4.3 Experimental Validation

The in situ measurement technique was validated by measuring the geometry
parameter step height of a referenced step object [Mik18]. The fluorescence
intensity signal resulting from the measurement of a single point on the
step-specimen is shown in Fig. 5.25.

In order to obtain the geometry parameter step height, the fluorescence intensity
signal (see Fig. 5.25 for the signal of a single point) of 23 points along a line
perpendicular to the edge of the step-specimen was acquired (i.e. performing a z-scan
for each x; yð Þ-point). The surface position z0 was determined from each measured
intensity signal, with a least-squares approximation using Eq. 5.27. The resulting
specimen surface positons z0 are shown in Fig. 5.26. After correcting the tilt of the
step and the focus shift due to refraction at the fluid surface, the step height h was
determined by the difference of the mean surface positions of each step surface

h ¼ hupper � hlower: ð5:28Þ
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Comparing the step height result of h ¼ 258:2� 8:8ð Þ lm with the tactile ref-
erence measurement of 253:5� 0:2ð Þ lm shows no significant systematic devia-
tions. Since the positions on each step surface show a relatively large stochastic
scattering (up to 20%), the uncertainties are most likely caused by the general
surface condition or uncertainties in the fitting model. The measurement technique
based on confocal fluorescence microscopy was thus shown to be capable of
determining the geometry parameter step height for microstructures submerged in
thick fluid layers >100 lm, which demonstrates the suitability of the model-based
approach for in situ application. However, the sources of the uncertainty of 8:8 lm
need to be further characterized in order to reduce it to the desired 1 lm. In order to
find the lower boundary of uncertainty for the confocal microscopy-based geometry
measurement of submerged micro-structures, a determination of the measurement
uncertainty with the approximation of the signal model is necessary.

5.4.4 Uncertainty Characterization

To obtain the fundamental uncertainty of the surface position rz0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Var z0ð Þp

from
the measurement with the non-linear least squares approximation method, the
covariance matrix of the estimator

ĥIF ¼ Î0; Ĉ; ε̂; n̂; ẑ0; ẑ1
h iT

; ð5:29Þ

based on the fit function IF zð Þ (see Eq. 5.27) needs to be calculated. Applying an
uncertainty propagation calculation to the least squares estimator gives the fol-
lowing relation for the estimator’s covariance matrix [Kay93]:

Fig. 5.26 Result of the surface position measurements for the step object. The geometry
parameter step height h was determined by the difference of the two mean surface positions of each
step surface, resulting in h ¼ 258:2� 8:8ð Þ lm [Mik18]
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Cov ĥIF ; ĥIF

� �
¼ HT

IFC
�1
~IF

HIF

� ��1
; ð5:30Þ

where HIF denotes the Jacobian matrix with the partial derivatives of the approx-
imation function with respect to ĥIF at each position zi of the measured fluorescence
intensity signal ~IF zið Þ, and C~IF the covariance matrix whose main diagonal contains

the variance r2IF of each zi of the fluorescence signal ~IF zið Þ, since the covariance
between the individual values is assumed to be zero.

To calculate the surface position uncertainty rz0 of the measurement using the
non-linear regression of the model function IF zð Þ (see. Eq. 5.27), the aver-
age variance of the measured fluorescence signal around the model curve, i.e.
r2IF ¼ 1:26 � 109 (in units of detected photons), is used. The calculation results in an
uncertainty of 8.56 lm for the surface position z0 and 3.75 lm if propagated into an
uncertainty for the step height (based on 23 surface position measurements,
according to the results from Fig. 5.26). The uncertainty of the experimental result
of 8.8 lm is still larger than the calculated uncertainty by a factor of 2.3, suggesting
varying conditions during the measurement, such as the form of the fluid surface or
the micro topography of the specimen. To analyze the effects of the parameters fluid
depth df ¼ z1 � z0 and concentration-dependent attenuation coefficient �, the
uncertainty rz0 is determined as a function of the fluid depth df for different
attenuation coefficients �, shown in Fig. 5.27. The calculation reveals, that for each
�, a fluid depth exists where the uncertainty of the surface position rz0 is at a
minimum (marked as a black cross).

The minimum decreases with higher attenuation coefficients � and lower fluid
depths df , which allows a suitable concentration (i.e. �) to be chosen for any
particular application-dependent fluid depth to achieve optimal uncertainty.

Fig. 5.27 Calculated uncertainty of the surface position z0 as a function of the fluid depth df . The
minimum uncertainty for each different attenuation coefficient � is shown as a black cross
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A Monte-Carlo (MC) simulation of the surface position determination (fitting an
artificial signal with equivalent noise 10,000 times) was used to verify the results of
the uncertainty calculations. To determine the theoretical limit of the achievable
uncertainty, the variance r2IF of the fluorescence intensity is decreased to its theo-
retical minimum. For this, an ideal, shot-noise limited signal with a Poisson dis-
tributed variance is considered, resulting in a surface position uncertainty of
rz0 ¼ 0:07 lm for the 23 position measurements of the experiment (see Fig. 5.26).
As a result, the shot-noise limited uncertainty is two orders of magnitude lower than
the currently achieved measurement uncertainty. However, if the variance of the fit
residuum is considered, the theoretically achievable uncertainty of the surface
position for a fluid thickness of 2:6mm amounts to rz0 ¼ 8:56 lm, which corre-
sponds to a step height uncertainty of rh ¼ 3:75 lm. These results demonstrate the
untapped potential of the measurement technique and suggest that the step height
uncertainty of the model-based measurement approach is only limited by the natural
variation of the surface or effects not considered in the model (model uncertainties).
Hence, a sub-micrometer precision seems feasible with the proposed confocal
fluorescence microscopy technique, if the model uncertainties are decreased and the
signal-to-noise ratio is maximized in future investigations.
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5.5 Characterization of Semi-finished Micro Products
and Micro Components

Bernd Köhler, Brigitte Clausen* and Hans-Werner Zoch

Abstract The mechanical properties of semi-finished micro products and micro
components cannot easily be extrapolated from macro material. The effects of
microstructure and surface conditions have a strong influence on the reliability of
measuring results and on the material properties. To evaluate new approaches in
micro wire and foil production new testing techniques had to be applied.
Furthermore, the suitability of bonding techniques in production processes had to
be tested dynamically. Finally, the mechanical properties of micro components
produced with the newly developed techniques had to be validated.

Keywords Microstructure � Tensile strength � Fatigue

5.5.1 Introduction

Acquiring the mechanical properties of micro samples demands additional aware-
ness concerning the effects of microstructure, surface, and alignment influences. In
both tensile and fatigue tests of thin sheets, the edges of samples have to be very
smooth and without micro notches to prevent them from early failure [Köh10b]. It
is even more important to observe a correct alignment of the samples than for
common samples, since eccentricity in the driving direction can lead to wrinkling
and accelerate failure [Hon03]. Frames to place them into the testing device
[Hon03] can additionally support especially sensitive samples. The ratio between
the sample dimensions and the spatial extent of micro structural features causes size
effects on, for example, the yield strength.

The strongest influence is caused by the inhibition of dislocation movement due
to surface effects and a lack of dislocation sources. For sample sizes between 1 and
10 µm, this effect causes a strong increase of the yield strength. Furthermore, strain
gradient plasticity effects influence the yield strength, due to additionally generated
geometrically necessary dislocations (GND). Assuming a length scale of possible
interactions with mobile dislocations between 10 nm and 100 µm, the plastic
deformation in micro samples can be described satisfactorily [Vol09]. The surface
grain model [Kal96] takes into account the difference between the influence of the
surface grains and the influence of core grains on the yield strength. The plastic
deformation of surface grains occurs more easily than for core grains due to a
smaller contribution to strain hardening. The effect is measureable in sample sizes
less than 20 times the average grain size [Kal96]. Among the different approaches
to calculation, Köhler et al. [Köh13] summarized the yield strength dependencies
from structural features. They show that for micro metal forming applications, the
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temperature and strain rate dependence on the yield strength can be neglected. For
samples with less than 20 grains in the cross-section, an increasing yield strength
effect in comparison to single crystals occurs due to the different orientation of
grains towards the applied stress and the lack of strain continuity across grain
boundaries. The increase can be calculated by a crystal orientation factor mor

[Tay56]. For samples with more than 20 grains in the cross-section, the Hall–Petch
relation works well to calculate the grain size influence. An additional term taking
the grain boundary resistance (GBR) into account effects a further increase of yield
strength. Kim et al. [Kim07], using an extended Hall–Petch relation, provided a
combination of both.

Since the local microstructure gains a higher influence on the mechanical
properties, the natural scatter in the local microstructure results in larger scatter in
the mechanical properties (see Sect. 1.4.2.2 Scatter).

5.5.2 Equipment for Testing Micro Samples

5.5.2.1 Mechanical Testing

The results depicted in the following were produced on an electrodynamic testing
machine Instron® ElectroPuls™ E1000 type powered by a linear motor, described
thoroughly by Köhler et al. [Köh10b]. Its control allows a wide range of specimens
and specimen stiffnesses to be tested in dynamic mode with loads up to ±1000 N as
well as in static mode with loads up to ±710 N. The cyclic tensile tests were carried
out under sinusoidal load at a stress ratio R = 0.1 and a frequency f = 20 Hz. Spark
erosion and an additional barrel finishing process could achieve the required high
surface quality of dynamically tested sheets with a thickness of about 10 µm. The
parameters of this finishing process are the results of internal investigations. The
testing of micro wires required the development of new clamping systems, since a
conventional clamping of wires would provoke an early failure caused by the notch
effect. Quasi-static testing of soft samples allows the application of a reinforcement
at the clamping ends to avoid breakage at the clamps. For samples with higher
strength and dynamic tests, the demand was solved by a concept known from
testing fibers. The incrementally formed wire is guided two turns around a roll at
both ends and only mechanically clamped at the end (Fig. 5.28). In this way, the
force is dissipated via the friction of the wire on the rollers and the notch effect at
the end of the clamping can be neglected.

Ultra-micro hardness measurements on the rotary swaged wires made of 304
stainless steel showed that they undergo a strong work hardening due to the forming
process and have a surface hardness up to 550 HV 0.03 [Köh17]. To ensure a
satisfactory endurance of the rollers, a nitriding steel (31CrMoV9) was chosen as
material. After manufacturing, the rolls were quenched and tempered (870 °C 2 h/
oil/550 °C 2 h) and nitrided (510 °C 24 h) up to a nitriding depth of about 0.3 mm.
A surface hardness of 900 HV 0.1 or 65 HRC, respectively, was achieved.
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5.5.2.2 Metallographic Investigations

The change of microstructure due to deformation and heat treatment has to be
documented and interpreted to understand the mechanisms occurring in micro cold
forming. Besides classic metallographic methods, an electron backscatter scanning
diffractometer (EBSD) was used to obtain the grain sizes in aluminum sheets,
recognize the anisotropic microstructure, and scan the phase distribution. For this
purpose, a Philips XL30 scanning electron microscope (SEM) with an EBSD
detector EDAX DigiView IV was available. The sample preparation for optimized
EBSD imaging was dependent on the material to be analyzed. To avoid misinter-
pretation due to preparation failures, an investigation of the influence of different
preparation techniques on the results of the EBSD micrographs was started. The
results were published by Köhler et al. [Köh18].

5.5.3 Tensile Tests on Micro Samples

The first results from tensile tests on thin DC01 sheets with a chemical composition
Fe-0.027C-0.047Al-0.005Si-0.190Mn-0.007P-0.009S (mass%) and a thickness of
about 50 lm demanded an appropriate model to explain the unexpected

Fig. 5.28 Clamping device
used for the quasi-static and
cyclic testing of wires
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dependence on the grain size [Köh10a]. The first received results are displayed in
Fig. 5.29. The high yield strength in the cold worked state can easily be explained
by the high dislocation density due to cold working in the forming process. The
dislocation density was reduced by heat treatment for 15 min at 850 °C in a salt
bath from 1010 to about 2 � 108 m−2. An elongation of the holding time at the heat
treatment temperature caused no further reduction of the dislocation density.

To explain the deviance towards the Hall–Petch relation due to the small number
of grains in the cross-section of the tensile test samples, a model inspired by Janssen
[Jan07] was applied successfully [Köh11a]. A simple Taylor approach assigning
different yield strengths to the core and surface provides a satisfactory description
of the yield strength of the sheets:

rsheetp0:2 ¼ a � rsurfacep0:2 þ 1þ að Þ � rcorep0:2 ð5:31Þ

with a representing the volume fraction of the surface grains. The yield strengths
rsurfacep0:2 and rcorep0:2 in the Hall–Petch relation are extended by the hardness-dependent
contribution c � HV � 150ð Þ (see Eqs. 5.32 and 5.33), wherein c is a
material-dependent parameter. A hardness of 150 HV is assumed for the soft
annealed state of the mild steel. The differing grain sizes d and grain boundaries
resistances of surface and core grains, ksurface and kcore, as well as the friction stress
r0 are explicitly taken into account:

rsurfacep0:2 ¼ r0 þ c HV � 150ð Þþ ksurfaceffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dsurface

p ð5:32Þ

Fig. 5.29 0.2% yield strength of DC01 sheets in dependence on heat treatment and grain diameter
compared to the theoretical yield strength due to Hall–Petch relation. The cold worked sheets were
annealed at 850 °C in a salt bath for the given time [Köh10a]
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rcorep0:2 ¼ r0 þ c HV � 150ð Þþ kcoreffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dcore

p ð5:33Þ

Using the measured values and values from the literature [Hut63], the relations
could be completed for DC01sheets to:

rsurfacep0:2 ¼ 56MPaþ 2:7
MPa
HV

HV � 150ð Þþ 382MPa � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lm

pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dsurface

p ð5:34Þ

rcorep0:2 ¼ 56MPaþ 2:7
MPa
HV

HV � 150ð Þþ 696MPa � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lm

pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dcore

p ð5:35Þ

With this newly developed relation, the dependence of the 0.2% yield strength of
micro sheets on the grain size could be predicted with a satisfactory accuracy
[Köh11a].

The characterization of the first thin films generated by physical vapor deposition
required the simultaneous consideration of the test result and the microstructure
[Sto10]. Typical deposition effects, like hillocks, explained the unusually high
differences in the results of nominally equal batches. The enhancement of the
process quality resulted in more homogeneous tensile test results, suitable to adjust
the process parameters of the sputter process [Kov17].

A customized clamping technique for micro wires was successfully applied on
the incrementally forged samples. As expected, the specimen failure occurred
predominantly within the gauge length. In the tensile test results, the scatter was
tolerable, though the results were sometimes unexpected.

Rotary swaging of micro wires produced from 304 stainless steel causes the
transformation-induced formation of martensite [Kuh15]. The fraction of martensite
increases with decreasing feed rate in the forming process. Though the hardness
increase is in accordance with the martensite fraction, the tensile test results show
an almost diametrical tendency [Köh17]. The ultimate strength and the yield
strength increase slightly with the increasing feed rate (Fig. 5.30). The increase can
be explained by the strength hardening of the samples due to the forming process. It
should be mentioned that the scatter of the strength values of these samples is
comparatively small.

5.5.4 Endurance Tests on Micro Samples

In contrast to the tensile test results, the results of the fatigue test on rotary swaged
micro wires show a considerable influence of the feed rate [Köh17]. With 1 and
3 mm/s feed rates, the results show an increase of the endurance limit re with an
enormous scatter, which is represented by the scattering parameter T = re,10%/
re,90%. With 5 mm/s, the scatter and the endurance limit decrease significantly in
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accordance with the decrease in hardness (Fig. 5.31). The scatter of the results is
significantly higher than in the initial material. A comparison of these results with
results gained on macro swaged samples showed that, though the scatter of the
results is much lower, the mean value of the macro swaged samples lies well below
the results for the micro swaged samples [Gan96]. This result can be explained by
the statistical influence of the appearance of failure on the fatigue values. The less
commonly a critical failure appears in the material, the more the scatter and the

Fig. 5.31 Woehler diagram of rotary swaged micro wires produced from 304 stainless steel for
varied feed rates supplemented by calculated failure probabilities PF (● = run out, ○ = failure)
[Köh17]

Fig. 5.30 0.2% yield
strength rp0.2 and ultimate
tensile strength ru of rotary
swaged micro wires produced
from 304 stainless steel as a
function of feed rate [Köh17]
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mean value for the endurance limit re increase, and the more samples have to be
tested to receive a loadable result.

An additional interesting point is discovered in the origin of the failure of the
fracture (Table 5.3). Stereo microscopy and additional scanning electron micro-
scopic (SEM) investigations of the fracture surface showed that the fracture mainly
does not start from a non-metallic inclusion or from the surface, as normally
expected, but from under the surface.

A comparison of the results of the hardness measurements, metallographic
investigations and the failure origins position in the fractured samples showed that
the fracture starts predominantly in areas with an increased martensite fraction and
the highest hardness values. In Fig. 5.32 the micrographs of the wires are super-
imposed with the position of the highest probability of failure (colored rings = mean
value of failure probability; surrounding dotted rings = mean value +/− standard
deviation) and the hardness measured across the cross-section. Residual stress
measurements revealed additionally an increase of residual stresses in the marten-
sitic phase below the surface. The position of the maximum residual stresses cor-
relates with the fracture initiation position of the dynamically tested samples
(Fig. 5.33).

Table 5.3 Fraction of failure occurrence in surface, volume and at non-metallic inclusions of the
dynamically tested rotary swaged micro wires produced from 304 stainless steel

Initial state (%) 1 mm/s (%) 3 mm/s (%) 5 mm/s (%)

Surface 0 20 27 22

Inclusion 12 10 15 0

Volume 88 70 58 78

Fig. 5.32 Superposition of micrographs (with martensite proof etchant), position of failures with
highest probability, and hardness curves of rotary swaged micro wires produced from 304 stainless
steel for different feed rates (feed rate from left to right: 1, 3, and 5 mm/s) [Köh17]
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5.5.5 Microstructure Analysis with EBSD on Rotary
Swaged Samples

Köhler et al. [Köh18] published the results of the comparison of preparation
techniques for EBSD measurements. The most interesting result was that the
indexability of grains depends not only on the quality of preparation but also on the
degree of deformation of the grains due to the forming process. Any distortion to
the crystal lattice within the diffracting volume produces a lower quality due to
more diffuse diffraction patterns. This enables the parameter to provide a qualitative
description of the strain distribution in the microstructure, if the underlying struc-
tures can still be dissolved in principle [War94]. However, severe deformation can
also cause ultra-fine grains, which can also be the reason for insufficient resolution
of the diffraction patterns. An example of the effect of severe deformation on the
image quality is shown in Figs. 5.34 and 5.35. Figure 5.34 shows the image quality
and the EBSD image of the microstructure of a 304 stainless steel wire in the initial
state before forming. The image quality is very good and there are only a few dots
along the grain boundary that cannot be indexed correctly. Figure 5.35 shows the
same steel wire after rotary swaging with a degree of deformation u = −1.46. The
grains have been deformed differently according to their alignment to the main
shear stresses. Between the deformed grains, large black areas appear, which are not
indexable and which indicate a severe deformation or the formation of nano-grained
structures.

Fig. 5.33 Residual stresses in the surface of rotary swaged micro wires produced from 304
stainless steel with a feed rate of 5 mm/s
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Fig. 5.34 Image quality (left) and EBSD image (right) of 304 stainless steel wire microstructure
in the initial state

Fig. 5.35 Image quality (left) and EBSD image (right) of 304 stainless steel wires microstructure
in rotary swaged state with degree of deformation u = −1.46
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